New challenges demand different strategies

To prosper in today’s fast-paced global securities finance world, you need all the efficiencies you can get. Disparate groups of securities lending and repo teams split across regions, operating without an integrated collateral management unit, only add to the pressure.

Whether on the supply or demand side, FIS’ comprehensive range of market data, securities finance and collateral management solutions gives you the capability to run smarter operations and the agility to capitalize on opportunities.

To be as efficient as possible in the use of the inventory for funding, compliance with regulatory capital requirements and collateral management, you need to bring together all of the asset pools for the securities finance business and your collateral requirements across business lines, and across the whole enterprise.

Firms that make the move to a holistic collateral management strategy can increase yields by making smarter decisions around what assets are allocated to lending programs and collateral requirements. Global optimization allows you to use assets to cover exposures in one jurisdiction with excess balances from elsewhere. And, you can mobilize assets across functions, transforming them into higher quality assets when needed to meet the ever-increasing regulatory demands for collateral.

The Securities Finance Suite brings together the power of our best-of-breed products for market data, securities finance and collateral management.

Preconfigured and customizable solution options are available for your unique needs that work in your space.
Reduce operational and regulatory risk and your total cost of operation (TCO)

- Guard against regulatory risk by eliminating manual processes and errors through increased automation and connectivity.
- Monitor and manage securities lending arrangements intelligently to reduce counterparty, market and liquidity, reinvestment and contagion risk.
- Expand product offerings and asset classes.
- Respond quickly to new business opportunities and client needs.
- Guard against TCO inflation with complementary services from one trusted provider.

Mitigate the burden of managing infrastructure with hosted services

- Reduce expenditures on in-house and third-party custom development.
- Eliminate redundancies and alleviate strain on IT resources.
- Choose from flexible deployment options, including fully managed services.
- Customize the solution for your individual needs.

Embrace the promise of technology

- Leverage our proven and capable solutions and services for securities finance.
- Make it easy to connect to new digital channels via our open APIs.
- Avoid large-scale technology replacements by choosing just the components you need.

About FIS

FIS is a leading provider of technology solutions for merchants, banks and capital markets firms globally. Our 55,000 people are dedicated to advancing the way the world pays, banks and invests by applying our scale, deep expertise and data-driven insights. We help our clients use technology in innovative ways to solve business-critical challenges and deliver superior experiences for their customers. Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida, FIS is a Fortune 500® company and is a member of Standard & Poor's 500® Index. To learn more, visit www.fisglobal.com